Abstract. It is proved that if a Banach space X has a basis (e n ) satisfying every spreading model of a normalized block basis of (e n ) is 1-equivalent to the unit vector basis of ℓ 1 (respectively, c 0 ) then X contains ℓ 1 (respectively, c 0 ). Furthermore Tsirelson's space T is shown to have the property that every infinite dimensional subspace contains a sequence having spreading model 1-equivalent to the unit vector basis of ℓ 1 . An equivalent norm is constructed on T so that s 1 + s 2 < 2 whenever (s n ) is a spreading model of a normalized basic sequence in T . §0. Introduction.
§0. Introduction.
From the fact that ℓ 1 (and c 0 ) are not distortable [J] it follows that if a Banach space X contains ℓ 1 (or c 0 ) then some basic sequence (e i ) in X has the property that every spreading model of a normalized block basis is 1-equivalent to the unit vector basis of ℓ 1 (or c 0 ). In this paper we prove the converse statements. More generally we show Theorem A. Let (e i ) be a basis for X a) If s 1 + s 2 = 2 whenever (s n ) is any spreading model of a normalized block basis of (e i ), then X contains a subspace isomorphic to ℓ 1 . b) If s 1 + s 2 = 1 whenever (s n ) is any spreading model of a normalized block basis of (e i ), then X contains a subspace isomorphic to c 0 .
The proof of a) will be achieved by showing that such an (e i ) cannot be weakly null, if normalized. The proof will depend heavily on the theory of the generalized
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Schreier classes of subsets of N as introduced in [AA] . We make strong use of recent results in [AMT] as well as a result from [AO] .
From Theorem A we obtain the Corollary. Let (e i ) be a basis for X. If X contains no subspace isomorphic to ℓ 1 or c 0 then there exists a normalized block basis of (e i ) having spreading model (s i ) satisfying 1 < s 1 + s 2 < 2 .
Theorem A a) is proved in §2 while part b) and the (easy) Corollary are proved in §3.
In conjunction with Theorem A it is worth considering Tsirelson's space T . T is reflexive with an unconditional basis (t i ) and yet all spreading models of normalized block bases of (t i ) are 2-equivalent to the unit vector basis of ℓ 1 . Furthermore we have Theorem B. Let X be an infinite dimensional subspace of T . Then there exists (x i ) ⊆ X with spreading model 1-equivalent to the unit vector basis of ℓ 1 .
We prove this theorem in §4. Furthermore we show that T can be renormed to fail the conclusion of Theorem B.
We do not know if Theorem A can be extended to ℓ p (1 < p < ∞).
Problem. Let (e i ) be a basis for X and 1 < p < ∞. Suppose that every spreading model of any normalized block basis of (e i ) is 1-equivalent to the unit vector basis of ℓ p . Does X contain ℓ p , either isomorphically or almost isometrically? §1 Preliminaries. Definition 1.1. Let (e i ) be a normalized basic sequence. A basic sequence (s i ) is a spreading model of (e i ) if for some sequence ε n ↓ 0 and all (a i )
It is well known that every normalized basic sequence has a subsequence with a spreading model. Also (s i ) is necessarily spreading (
. . , n}). These and other results on spreading models can be found in [BL] .
[N] denotes the set of all subsequences of [N] .
<ω is the class of all finite subsets of
collections of finite subsets of N are inductively defined as follows
If α is a limit ordinal, choose α n ↑ α and set S α = {E : k ≤ E ∈ S α k for some k ∈ N}. We also consider the empty set ∅ ∈ S α for all α. The definition of S α depends upon this particular choice of (α n ) but the results we use concerning the S α 's are independent of that choice.
The Schreier classes have played a prominent role in a number of recent papers (e.g., [AA] , [AD] , [AMT] , [OTW] , [AO] ).
We also recall that the classes S α (or S α (M )) are all regular .
By this we mean they are pointwise closed,
and spreading ((n i )
a i e i ∈ e i and F ⊆ N we define x, F = i∈F a i . Definition 1.6 [AMT] . Let F be an hereditary collection of subsets of N. Let 
From Theorem 2.1 it follows that in a space X whose block bases have only ℓ 1 as spreading model no block basis is weakly null. Thus in light of Rosenthal's theorem [R] , Theorem A a) is a quick consequence of Theorem 2.1.
The hypothesis yields that for all n, 2 n 1 s i = 2 n from which it follows that k 1 s i = k for all k. We shall use this below in the following way. Given ε > 0 there exists a subsequence (x n k ) of (x i ) so that for all k,
Proof. Given ε > 0 set
We shall prove by induction on α that (P α ) holds for all α < ω 1 where
For all M ∈ [N] and ε > 0 there exists
(P 0 ) is clear. If α is a limit ordinal and S α is defined via the sequence α n ↑ α we proceed as follows. Given M and ε > 0 we can choose, by the inductive hypothesis,
Finally assume that (P β ) holds and let M ∈ [N] and α = β + 1. Let ε > 0 and choose ε ′ > 0 so that ε ′ < ε/2. We may assume that
Then A n is a pointwise closed subset of [N] and so A = n A n is Ramsey (see [E] , also [O] 
′ . From the hypothesis of our theorem applied to
we obtain a subsequence (β
satisfying for all k:
Let n ∈ N and
. Thus L ∈ A and hence [N ] ⊆ A, whence the claim follows. Thus by Theorem 1.7, (P α ) holds (we actually proved (P α ) for 3ε replacing ε).
Since (P α ) holds for all α < ω 1 we obtain the "moreover" statement of the theorem. Indeed this follows easily from an argument of Bourgain [B] . Let T be the
T is a closed tree and thus if T were well founded (no infinite branches) then the order of T is < ω 1 . But since (P α ) holds, the order of T ≥ ω α for all α.
The latter holds since the order of S α (N ) is ω α , as is well known (see e.g., [AA] or [OTW] ). §3. c 0 spreading models.
In this section we prove Theorem A b) and the corollary. Note that the hypothesis yields that n 1 s i = 1 for all n. Also the hypothesis is satisfied if all spreading models of normalized block bases of (e i ) are 1-equivalent to the unit vector basis of c 0 but this is a stronger condition than the hypothesis as the following example indicates.
Example 3.1. Let n 1 a i e i = max i<j |a i − a j |. Then if X is the completion of ( e i , · ), X satisfies the hypothesis of the theorem yet (e i ), which is its own spreading model, is not 1-equivalent to the unit vector basis of c 0 .
Assume that X has a basis (e i ) satisfying the hypothesis of b). We break the proof into several steps. For a, b ∈ e i we write "a < b" if supp(a) < supp(b).
Step 1. For all ε > 0 and ℓ ∈ N there exists m ∈ N so that for all a > e m with a = 1 there exists
Proof. If not then there exists ε > 0 and ℓ ∈ N such that for all m ∈ N there exists a m > e m , a m = 1 so that for all
Choose a subsequence (a m i ) of (a m ) having a spreading model (s i ). Since Step 1 to ε = ε 1 and ℓ = 2 we obtain m 1 so that for all a > e m 1 , a = 1 there exist x 1 < y 1 ≤ e m 1 , x 1 = y 1 = 1 and
Step 2. There exist 1 = m 0 < m 1 < m 2 < · · · such that for all k and a > e m k , a = 1, there exists
Proof. We proceed by induction on k. The case k = 1 was presented above. Assume
We can, by a compactness argument, find ℓ so that if the induction hypothesis for k − 1 is applied to each of ℓ different a's > e m k−1 , say (a n )
Step 2 for a n , for some n = m ≤ ℓ we have
Choose m k by Step 1 applied for this ℓ and ε to (e i )
By
Step 2 (for k − 1) there exists for 1 ≤ q ≤ ℓ, x
It follows that if we set
Thus
Step 2 follows by our choice of ε.
Applying
Step 2 to an arbitrary a k > e m k , a k = 1 we obtain that for all k
Thus (x i ) is equivalent to the unit vector basis of c 0 .
We end this section by presenting the
Proof of corollary to Theorem A.
If the corollary is false then all such s i 's satisfy s 1 + s 2 = 1 or 2 and by Theorem A both occur. Choose (y n ) and (z n ), normalized block bases of (e i ) with spreading models (s i ) and (t i ), respectively, satisfying s 1 + s 2 = 1 and
We may assume that (y 1 , z 1 , y 2 , z 2 , . . . ) is a block basis of (e i ).
Furthermore, by a diagonal argument, we may assume that (αy n + βz n ) ∞ n=1 has a spreading model (s α,β n ) ∞ n=1 for all α, β ∈ R (not both 0). Now s 1,0 n = s n and s 0,1 n = t n . There exists a continuous curve γ : [0, 1] → R 2 , γ(t) = (α(t), β(t)) so that s α(t),β(t) = 1 for all t ∈ [0, 1] and γ(0) = (1, 0), γ(1) = (0, 1). We thus obtain by continuity that for all r ∈ (1, 2) there exists t with
Remark 3.2. Let (e i ) be a basis for X and let I(X) = {r : there exists a normalized block basis of (e i ) having spreading model (s i ) with s 1 + s 2 = r}. The proof shows that I(X) is a subinterval of [1, 2] .
In the next section, Proposition 4.4, we shall see that I(X) need not be closed. §4. Theorem B and spreading models of T .
If (e i ) is a basic sequence and x, y ∈ e i we say that x equals y in distribution
The distance in distribution between x and y is defined as
For E ⊆ N we set Ex = i∈E x(i)e i .
In order to prove Theorem B we first prove 3) For all ε > 0 there exists n 0 ∈ N so that for all n ≥ n 0 there exists
For n ∈ N set y n = i∈A n a n i e i . Let k ∈ N and (a i )
Thus for all ε > 0, lim inf
where · ℓ 1 refers to the ℓ 1 -norm w.r.t. the coordinates (s i ). Since lim n y n = 1 (e.g., use 3) ) we obtain that (y n ) has a spreading model 1-equivalent to the unit vector basis of ℓ 1 .
Our argument was motivated by [J] .
T (see e.g., [CS] , [FJ] ) is the completion of the linear space of finitely supported real valued sequences under the implicit norm
Proof of Theorem B. We may assume that X has a basis (b i ) which is a block basis of (t i ), the unit vector basis for T . Let (e i ) be a normalized block basis of (b i )
where e i is a (1 + ε i ) − ℓ m i 1 average for some sequences m i ↑ ∞ and ε i ↓ 0. Thus e i = (
1 a normalized block basis of (b n ) which is (1 + ε i )-equivalent to the unit vector basis of ℓ m i 1 . By passing to a subsequence we may assume that (e i ) has a spreading model (s i ).
Let x ∈ t i be fixed with x ≤ t n and let k ∈ N, (a i )
This follows from the fact that since e n i is a (1 + ε n i ) − ℓ
2 |a i | (see e.g., [OTW] ). It follows that
However since lim i e i ∞ = 0 if k is fixed and ε > 0, then for i sufficiently large we have for some choice of
All that remains is to show that Proposition 3.1 applies to (e i ) and (s i ). (s i ) is
2-equivalent to the unit vector basis of ℓ 1 . Set In general x n has the same distribution as and (x n ) is a block basis of (s i ). It is easy to check by (4) that x n = 1 and lim n x n ℓ 1 = 2. Also (x n ) is Cauchy in distribution since for n < m
Remark 4.2. The above argument yields the following. Let (x i ) be a normalized basic sequence having spreading model (e i ) equivalent to the unit vector basis of
Let E Q be the completion of e q : q ∈ Q under n 1 a i e q i = n 1 a i e i if q 1 < · · · < q n . Suppose there exists x ∈ E Q with x = 1 and x ℓ 1 = K. Then there exists a normalized block basis (y i ) of (x i ) having spreading model 1-equivalent to the unit vector basis of ℓ 1 . However such an x need not exist (consider x = x c 0 + x ℓ 1 ).
Remark 4.3. If | · | is any equivalent norm on T then for all ε > 0 there exists a spreading model of a normalized block basis of (e i ) which is 1 + ε-equivalent to the unit vector basis of ℓ 1 . In fact one has [BL, p.43 ] more generally if (e i ) is a basic sequence with spreading model equivalent to the unit vector basis of ℓ 1 , then for all ε > 0 there exists a spreading model of a normalized block basis of (e i ) which is (1 + ε)-equivalent to the unit vector basis of ℓ 1 .
In [OS] it is proved that if X does not contain ℓ 1 then X can be renormed so that if (s i ) is a spreading model of a normalized sequence (x n ) then s 1 + s 2 = 1 implies that (x n ) is not weakly null. Here we give an explicit renorming of T with this property.
Proposition 4.4. T can be given an equivalent norm ||| · ||| satisfying that if (s n )
is a spreading model of a normalized block basis of (T, ||| · ||| ) then
First we construct an equivalent norm for T . Fix 0 < q < 1/2 and let · be defined on c 00 by the implicit equation
As in [FJ] · extends to a norm on the completion X of (c 00 , · ) which satisfies
(1) for all x ∈ X. We postpone the proof of our next proposition which says that X is T under an equivalent norm for certain q.
Given n ∈ N and x ∈ c 00 set
As usual we let (e i ) be the unit vector basis of c 00 .
Lemma 4.6. Let (y i ) be a block basis of (e i ) satisfying: for all ε > 0 there exists
Proof. By passing to a subsequence we may assume that for all m ∈ N, lim n→∞ |y n | m =: 1 − ε m where ε m ↓ 0 .
We may also assume that for any n > m there exists sets m ≤ E (m,n) 1
Furthermore we may assume that there exists a subsequence M of N such that if
. Indeed we can first choose sets to satisfy (1) with lower estimate "1 − 
From (2) we see that for some subsequence M ′ of M we have for some i 0 ≤ m 0
Proof of Proposition 4.4.
Let · be the norm given in Proposition 4.5 (for some fixed q). Let ||| ·||| = · +|·| where |x| = sup{
e., |x| = sup n |x| n . ||| · ||| is an equivalent norm on T . Let (x n ) ⊆ T be a ||| · ||| semi-normalized block basis of (e i ) with a spreading model (s n ). We shall prove that ||| s 1 + s 2 ||| < 2||| s 1 ||| .
If not then we may assume that x n = 1 for all n, lim n |x n | = A, lim m→∞ lim n→∞ |x m + x n | = 2A and lim m→∞ lim n→∞ x m + x n = 2. By passing to a subsequence using Ramsey's theorem we may assume that for all m ∈ N there exist ℓ 1 (m) ∈ N so that x m + x n = x m + x n ℓ 1 (m) whenever m < n.
Also we note that A < 1. Otherwise Lemma 4.6 could be applied to a suitable subsequence of (x n ) to yield lim sup n→∞ x n > 1.
By passing again to a subsequence we may assume that we have one of the following three cases.
Case 2 is handled similarly.
Since A < 1 we may assume by similar considerations to those in cases 1) and 2) that there exists ε 0 > 0 with for all m < n
Since lim m→∞ lim n→∞ x m + x n = 2 we may assume
Thus by once more passing to a subsequence we may assume that for all m there exists ℓ 2 (m) so that if m < n then
. Now for each m if n is sufficiently large (e.g., if min supp(x n ) ≥ ℓ 1 (m) + ℓ 2 (m)) then
As m → ∞, m < n the last line converges to 1 by virtue of (2). From (1) we have
Thus the entire expression is, in the limit,
Proof of Proposition 4.5.
For 0 < c < 1 define the following (implicit) norms on c 00 .
We also define
We shall prove that N This will complete the proof. Indeed (e i ), the unit vector basis for T is equivalent to (e 3i ) ( [CJT] or [CS, p.35] ) and for all (a i ) ∈ c 00 , N (4) ( a i e i ) = a i e 3i T .
We establish three claims. c (E i 0 x) for some n ≤ E 1 < · · · < E n and 1 ≤ i 0 ≤ n with E i 0 x = 0 and E j x = 0 for some j = i 0 . Thus we can apply the induction hypothesis to every E i x. The proof is again by induction on k = # supp(x). If k = 1 the claim is clear.
Assume the claim holds for all x with # supp(x) ≤ k and let # supp(x) = k + 1.
We may suppose that for some n ≤ E 1 < · · · < E n , N 
We used the induction hypothesis to obtain the next to last inequality. 
